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Handpresso Portable
Espresso Machine
The Handpresso Portable
Espresso Machine is your ultimate
go-anywhere espresso machine.
Small and convenient, the
Handpresso travels with you on
vacation/business trips, hiking,
boating - anywhere that you would
like to enjoy a premium quality
espresso, cappuccino, Americano,
or latte! The Handpresso is a
simple and compact Nomadic
Espresso maker. All you need
is some boiling water and any
E.S.E Pod, or ground coffee, no
matter where you are. This also
eliminates the mess associated
with espresso making while on the
go. Just pump up the Handpresso

until the needle is in the green
area on the Pressure gauge;
this says you’re at 16 bars of
pressure, now you can add hot
water from a kettle or a thermoinsulated bottle.
Place the E.S.E. pod or ground
coffee in the filter, close the top
and press the button to dispense
the espresso! It’s never been
easier or required less clean
up to make your espresso or
cappuccinos until now! Cleaning
is a breeze, simply just wash out
under a tap. It really can’t be any
more hassle free than that!

Braven 705 / Wireless
Bluetooth Speaker

This fantastic speaker is available exclusively at iStore for a recommended
selling price of R1699.

You can order your Handpresso Pump from the very awesome
Randomly website (www.randomly.co.za) for R1,589.

The Braven team never fail to surprise us with the
latest additions to their product ranges. So when
we saw the new Braven 705 Wireless Bluetooth
speaker, we had to get our hands on it. The lightweight
portability meets big sound and offers a custom highfidelity audio drivers delivering room-filling sound to
your music, media, conference calls and more. Using
the built-in noise-cancelling microphone, you can
make and take calls wirelessly.
For a powerful, immersive left and right stereo
experience, pair any two Braven 7-Series speakers
together using Braven’s highly-acclaimed
TrueWirelessTM Technology. The Braven 705 speaker
is also IPX5 certified water resistant so it can be
taken virtually anywhere life takes you. With 12
hours of wireless playtime and a built-in 1400 mAh
rechargeable lithium-ion battery, this speaker creates
an incredible blend of fun and function. Precision
engineered with a shock-absorbent thermoplastic
exterior and sleek finish, the Braven 705 Speaker
is offered in a wide variety of colours to match your
personal style.
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